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ABSTRACT. In this paper we introduce a simple method of searching for the prime pairs
in the famous Goldbach Conjecture. The method, which is based on certain integer
identities as well as an observation related to the remainder property, enables us to cut the
search length by half and therefore can be considered as a short cut in searching for the
prime pairs in the Goldbach Conjecture.
1.  INTRODUCTION
The Goldbach Conjecture is one of the oldest and best-known unsolved problems in
number theory and in all of mathematics. It states: Every even integer greater than 2 can
be expressed as the sum of two primes. In this paper we introduce a simple method of
finding prime pairs conjectured in this conjecture.
Let  be an even integer. Traditionally, when one wants to find the prime pair R Ö: ß : ×" #
with  in the Goldbach Conjecture, one needs to search for such a pair fromR œ :  :" #
all the integer pairs of the form , where  is the prime less than . Based onÖ:ßR  :× : R
the prime-counting function, the number of primes less than or equal to  isR
approximately given by , as  goes to the infinity. Thus, roughly speaking, thisRÎ68R R
lengthy process involves roughly  possible integer pairs to be tested. In thisRÎ#68R
paper, we propose a new procedure of finding the prime pair in the Goldbach Conjecture
in which the number of integer pairs to be tested will be no more than half of those pairs
to be tested in the traditional approach.
The argument developed in this paper is based on certain integer identities as well as an
observation related to the remainder property, which we will establish in Section 2. In
Section 3 we shall relate the argument developed in Section 2 to the problem of searching
for prime pairs in the Goldbach Conjecture. After we reformulate the argument in a
slightly simplified form in Section 4, we will propose a new procedure of searching for
the prime pairs in the Goldbach Conjecture in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we will test
our method on a series of even integers.
2.  BASIC INTEGER IDENTITIES AND REPRESENTATION FORMULAS
We first arrange all integers ( ) in the following table as shown. The first column lists  #
the row numbers and all the natural numbers are arranged in Column A to Column F,
where C œ B  "Þ
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The arrangement of the integers in the above table obeys the following rules:
R1 In each column, integers increase by 6 from row to row.
R2 In each row, integers increase by 1 from column to column.
We observe that
P1 The integers in Column A, C, and E are all even.
P2 In Column B every integer is a multiple of 3. So the integers in Column B are all
composite numbers except the first integer 3.
P3 All the primes are contained in Column D and F.
We also observe the following relation between the columns and the remainders when the
integers are divided by 6:
Column A B C D E F
Remainder # $ % & ! "
Based on the above observation we shall first explore some relations behind the columns
A, B, C, E, D, and F. In the following we shall use the capital letters , , , ,E F G H7 7 7 7
I J7 7, and  to express integer m in the corresponding columns A, B, C, D, E, and F. For
example,  represents the integer  since  is in Column D, and  represents theH & & G& &#
integer  since  is in Column C. Similarly, the equation  = %! %! E $ H#'ÐB"Ñ &'ÐB#Ñ
actually means the integer , which is in Column A, equals to the integer #  'ÐB  "Ñ $
plus the integer , which is in Column D. So the real equation isÐ&  'ÐB  #ÑÑ
#  'ÐB  "Ñ œ $  Ð&  'ÐB  #ÑÑ, which is just an identity.
Given an even integer  ( 14) in Column A, then  has a remainder  when  isR   R # R
divided by . So we can write  for some integer . It is easily verified' R œ E B   $#'ÐB"Ñ
that the following identity holds for any  and :8 B
#  'ÐB  "Ñ œ $  &  'ÐB  #Ñ œ (  'Ð8  "Ñ  (  'ÐB  #  8Ñß
3where  is an integer to be specified later. So we conclude that the even integer 8 E#'ÐB"Ñ
can be expressed either by or by . Thus we obtain$  H J  J&'ÐB#Ñ ('Ð8"Ñ ('ÐB#8Ñ
the following representation formula:
Ð#Þ"Ñ E œ $ H 9< J  J#'ÐB"Ñ &'ÐB#Ñ ('Ð8"Ñ ('ÐB#8Ñ
One can also determine the range of . Letting we8 (  'Ð8  "Ñ œ (  'ÐB  #  8Ñ
obtain . So when  is even, and when  is odd,8 œ ÐB  "ÑÎ# B " Ÿ 8 Ÿ ÐB  #ÑÎ# B
" Ÿ 8 Ÿ ÐB  "ÑÎ# E. This means that if we want to represent the even integer as#'ÐB"Ñ
a sum of two integers in Column F, there are  possible ways to do that, and  is8 8
determined by the above inequalities.
Similarly in Column C, an even integer  has a remainder  when N is divided by . SoR % '
we can write for , where . It is easily verified the followingR œ G R   "' B   $%'ÐB"Ñ
identity holds for any n and x:
%  'ÐB  "Ñ œ $  (  'ÐB  #Ñ œ &  'Ð8  "Ñ  &  'ÐB  "  8Ñ
So we conclude that the even integer can be expressed either by G $  J%'ÐB"Ñ ('ÐB#Ñ
or by . Thus we obtain the following representation formula:H H&'Ð8"Ñ &'ÐB"8Ñ
Ð#Þ#Ñ G œ $  J 9< H H Þ%'ÐB"Ñ ('ÐB#Ñ &'Ð8"Ñ &'ÐB"8Ñ
By letting  we obtain , so we can get the range&  'Ð8  "Ñ œ &  'ÐB  "  8Ñ 8 œ BÎ#
of : When  is odd, and when  is even, . So we obtain8 B " Ÿ 8 Ÿ ÐB  "ÑÎ# B " Ÿ 8 Ÿ BÎ#
the number of ways to express the even integer as a sum of two integers inG%'ÐB"Ñ
Column D.
For Column E, an even integer  has a remainder  when  is divided by . So we canR ! R '
write for , where . It is easily verified the following identityR œ I R   ") B   $''ÐB"Ñ
holds for any n and :B
'  'ÐB  "Ñ œ &  'Ð8  "Ñ  (  'ÐB  "  8Ñ
œ (  'Ð8  "Ñ  &  'ÐB  "  8Ñ
So we conclude that the even integer can be expressed either byI''ÐB"Ñ
H  J J H&'Ð8"Ñ ('ÐB"8Ñ ('Ð8"Ñ &'ÐB"8Ñ or by . Thus we obtain the following
formula:
Ð#Þ$Ñ I œ H  J 9< J H Þ''ÐB"Ñ &'Ð8"Ñ ('ÐB"8Ñ ('Ð8"Ñ &'ÐB"8Ñ
In this case the range of  is quite clear: . This gives number of ways to8 " Ÿ 8 Ÿ B  "
express the even integer as a sum of an integer in Column D and anotherI''ÐB"Ñ
integer in Column F.
43.  REPRESENTATIONS OF EVEN INTEGERS BY SUM OF PRIME PAIRS
Using the representation formulas in - , we can now to represent an even integerÐ#Þ"Ñ Ð#Þ$Ñ
by the sum of two primes. We can show that if such a representation exists as conjectured
by the Goldbach Conjecture, it will be given by one of the representation formulas -Ð#Þ"Ñ
Ð#Þ$Ñ.
Theorem 1. Let N be an even integer greater than or equal to  and if there are primes"%
: : R œ :  :" # " #and  so that , then such prime representation is determined by the
formulas - . Namely,Ð#Þ"Ñ Ð#Þ$Ñ
Case 1. If  has a remainder  when it is divided by , then either or  is  and theR # ' : : $" #
other is in Column D, or both and  are in Column F.: :" #
Case 2. If  has a remainder  when it is divided by , then either or  is 3 and theR % ' : :" #
other is in Column F, or both and are in Column D.: :" #
Case 3. If N has a remainder 0 when it is divided by 6, then either or is in Column D: :" #
and the other is in Column F.
Proof. The possibility of such a representation is already shown in the formulas -Ð#Þ"Ñ
Ð#Þ$Ñ. We only need to prove that beyond such representations there is no other way to
represent an even integer by the sum of two primes. We argue by three cases.
In the case 1, the even integer has a reminder . If it is expressed by theR œ E ##'ÐB"Ñ
sum of two primes , then the remainders of the primes  and  must be either :  : : : $" # " #
and  or  and . This indicates that  can only be expressed by a prime in Column B,& " " R
which is , and a prime in Column D, or by two primes in Column F. Therefore in this$
case, the representation is given by the formula .Ð#ß "Ñ
In the case 2, the even integer  has a reminder 4. If it is expressed by theR œ G%'ÐB"Ñ
sum of two primes , then the remainders of the primes  and  must be either :  : : : $" # " #
and  or  and . This indicates that N can only be expressed by a prime in Column B," & &
which is , and a prime in Column F, or by two primes in Column D. Therefore in this$
case, the representation is given by the formula .Ð#Þ#Ñ
In the case 3, the even number has a reminder . If it is expressed by theR œ I !''ÐB"Ñ
sum of two primes , then the remainder of the primes  and  must be either :  : : : #" # " #
and , or  and . Note that the latter case only works for , so there is only one% $ $ ' œ $  $
possibility: the remainder of one of the primes  and  is  and the remainder of the: : #" #
other one is . This indicates that  can only be expressed by a prime in Column D and a% R
prime in Column F. Therefore in this case, the representation is given by the formula
Ð#Þ$ÑÞ                    
54.  THE SIMPLIFIED REPRESENTATION FORMULAS
In order to use the representation formulas established in Section 1 and 2 to search the
prime pairs conjectured by the Goldbach Conjecture, we need to simplify the formula
Ð#Þ"Ñ Ð#Þ$Ñ B B-  by eliminating  in the expressions. In each formula, we can express  in term
of  and make a substitution on the right side of the formula. We now carry out thisR
procedure in details.
Case 1. If N is an even integer in Column A (with a remainder ), then from the formula#
Ð#Þ"Ñ R œ #  'ÐB  "Ñ B œ ÐR  %ÑÎ' we have  and therefore . Thus,
J  J œ J  J œ J  J('Ð8"Ñ ('ÐB#8Ñ ('ÐÐR%ÑÎ'#8Ñ'8" '8" R'8"
and also
$  H œ $ H Þ&'ÐB#Ñ R$
We now have that
Ð%Þ"Ñ R œ $ H 9< J  J ßR$ '8" R'8"
where the range of  is determined in the formula .8 Ð#Þ"Ñ
Case 2. If  is an even integer in Column C (with a remainder ), then from the formulaR %
Ð#Þ#Ñ R œ %  'ÐB  "Ñ B œ ÐR  #ÑÎ' we have  and therefore . Thus,
H H œ H H œ J  J&'Ð8"Ñ &'ÐB"8Ñ &'ÐÐR#ÑÎ'"8Ñ'8" '8" R'8"
and also
$  J œ $  J Þ('ÐB#Ñ R$
We now have that
Ð%Þ#Ñ R œ $  J 9< H H ßR$ '8" R'8"
where the range of n is determined in the formula .Ð#Þ#Ñ
Case 3. If N is an even integer in Column C (with a remainder ), then from the formula!
Ð#Þ$Ñ R œ '  'ÐB  "Ñ B œ RÎ' we have  and therefore . Thus,
H  J œ H  J œ H  J&'Ð8"Ñ ('ÐB"8Ñ ('ÐRÎ'"8Ñ'8" '8" R'8"
and
J H œ J H œ J H('Ð8"Ñ &'ÐB"8Ñ &'ÐRÎ'"8Ñ'8" '8" R'8"
We now have that
Ð%Þ$Ñ R œ H  J 9< J H ß'8" R'8" '8" R'8"
where the range of  is determined in the formula .8 Ð#Þ$Ñ
6We summarize the above result in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.  Let  be an even integer greater than or equal to  and if the GoldbachR "%
Conjecture holds for , then  admits one of the representations given by R R Ð%Þ"Ñ  Ð%Þ$ÑÞ
5.  SEARCHING FOR PRIME PAIRS IN THE GOLDBACH CONJECTURE
Based on the above analysis, we now give a procedure of finding prime pairs in the
Goldbach Conjecture:
Step 1 For a given even integer , find its remainder when it is divided by . TheR '
remainder should be  or .#ß % !
Step 2 Determine the column where  belongs to. The column should be A, C, or E.R
Step 3 Use the formula  to find the prime pairs.Ð%Þ"Ñ  Ð%Þ$Ñ
We now discuss in detail the procedure again in three cases.
Case 1. The even integer  is in Column A, i.e., then  has a remainder  when it isR R #
divided by . By the formula , . If  is a prime, then ' Ð%Þ"Ñ R œ $ H R  $ Ö$ßR  $×R$
is the desired prime pair. If  is not a prime, then by the formula  again,R  $ Ð%Þ"Ñ
R œ J  J Þ'8" R'8"
This means the desired prime pair must be in the form  with Ö'8  "ßR  '8  "× 8
chosen in the range given in . One can test these integer pairs to get a prime pair.Ð#Þ"Ñ
Case 2. The even integer  is in Column C, i.e., then  has a remainder  when it isR R %
divided by . By the formula , . If  is a prime, then ' Ð%Þ#Ñ R œ $  J R  $ Ö$ßR  $×R$
is the desired prime pair. If  is not a prime, then by the formula  again,R  $ Ð%Þ#Ñ
R œ H H Þ'8" R'8"
This means the desired the prime pair must be in the form  with Ö'8  "ßR  '8  "× 8
chosen in the range given in . One can test these integer pairs to get a prime pair.Ð#Þ#Ñ
Case 3. The even integer  is in Column E, i.e., then  has a remainder  when it isR R !
divided by . By the formula ,' Ð%Þ$Ñ
R œ H  J 9< J H Þ'8" R'8" '8" R'8"
This means the desired the prime pair must be in the form  orÖ'8  "ßR  '8  "×
Ö'8  "ßR  '8  "× 8 Ð#Þ$Ñ with  chosen in the range given in . One can test these
integer pairs to get a prime pair.
The above procedure can be considered as a short cut in finding the prime pairs in the
Goldbach Conjecture. As we discussed earlier in the beginning of the paper, the
7traditional way of finding such a pairs requires checking on the integer pairs of the form
Ö:ßR  :× :, where  is the prime less than N, and based on the prime-counting function,
so there are up to approximately  such pairs to be checked. In the new procedureRÎ#68R
given above, since one only focus on one column of primes, so the number of integer
pairs to be tested will be reduced by half.
The argument used in this paper is based on the remainder property when an even number
is divided by . We call this number, , is the base number. It remains to see whether one' '
can use other base number to produce better result in shortening the length of searching
for the prime pairs in the Goldbach Gonjecture. Our experience indicates that a good base
number should be in the form of  where , ,   are distinct primes. For#: : ÞÞÞ: : : ÞÞÞ :" # 7 " # 7
instance, the next base number to try is  We shall discuss the further result$! œ # † $ † &Þ
in this direction in another paper.
6.  COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
We now demonstrate the procedure proposed in Section 4 by finding the prime pairs for
some even numbers.
From the design of the procedure, we know that the method is for even integers greater
than . However, the existence of prime pairs is obvious for the even integers ,"# %ß 'ß )ß "!
and ."#
We now come to work on even numbers that are greater than . In the process, we use"#
bold numbers to denote composite numbers and unframed number to denote primes.
"% œ $  ""
"' œ $  "$
") œ "$  & œ ""  (
#! œ $  "( œ (  "$
## œ $  "* œ &  "(
#% œ &  "*  (  "(
#' œ $  #$ œ (  "*
#) œ $  œ ""  "( œ &  #$#&
$! œ &  œ ""  "* œ (  #$ œ "$  "(#&
$# œ $  #* œ (  #& œ "$  "*
$% œ $  $" œ &  #* œ ""  #$
$' œ $  $" œ ""  œ "(  "* œ (  #* œ "$  #$#&
……
When , the remainder of  is , so  is in Column AR œ #() R # #() À
R œ $ H œ $  #(&R$
8R œ J  J œ (  #(" œ "$  œ "*  œ  œ $" '8" R'8" #'& #&* #& #&$ #%(
œ $(  #%" œ %$  œ  ##* œ  ##$ œ '"  œ '(  #"" œ ($ #$& %* && #"( #!
& )& *" ")( "(& "'* ""œ (*  "** œ  "*$ œ  œ *(  ")" œ "!$  œ "!*  œ
& "#" "$$ "%& "'$ œ  "&( œ "#(  "&" œ  Þ
Similarly, when , the remainder of  is , so  is in Column CR œ #)! R % #)! À
R œ $  G œ $  #((R$
R œ H H œ &  œ ""  #'* œ "(  #'$ œ #$  #&( œ #*  #&"'8" R'8" #(&
œ  œ %"  #$* œ %(  #$$ œ &$  ##( œ &*  œ  œ (" $& #%& ##" '& #"& #
!* (( #!$ *& ")&œ  œ )$  "*( œ )*  "*" œ  œ "!"  "(* œ "!(  "($ œ ""
$  "'( œ  œ  œ "$"  "%* œ "$(  Þ""* "'" "#& "&& "%$
Again, when = , the remainder of  is , so  is in Column ER #)# R ! #)# À
R œ H  J œ &  #(( œ ""  #(" œ "(  œ #$  œ #* '8" R'8" #'& #&* #&$
œ  œ %"  #%" œ %(  œ &$  ##* œ &*  ##$ œ  œ ("  #"$& #%( #$& '& #"(
" œ  œ )$  "** œ )*  "*$ œ  œ "!"  ")" œ "!(  œ ""$(( #!& *& ")( "(&
 œ  "'$ œ  "&( œ "$"  "&" œ "$(  Þ"'* ""* "#& "%&
R œ J H œ (  œ "$  #'* œ "*  #'$ œ  #&( œ $"  #&"'8" R'8" #(& #&
œ $(  œ %$  #$* œ  #$$ œ  œ '"  œ '(  œ ($ #%& %* && ##( ##" #"& #
!* #!$ )& *" ")& ""œ (*  œ  "*( œ  "*" œ *(  œ "!$  "(* œ "!*  "($ œ
& "#" "'" "&& "$$ "%$ "'( œ  œ "#(  œ  "%* œ "$*  Þ
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